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sites that have never been
blacklisted by any major or

regional anti-piracy
organization. a lot of your

favorite torrent sites used to
black-list the lambro torrent site

because, back in april 2015,
lambro was involved in one of

the largest ipvanish leak in
history. three million unique ip
addresses leaked, and at that
time, that was quite a number.
ipvanish was quick to issue a
public apology, but some of

their users were still suspicious
about them. but, now, for the

first time in more than two
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years, lambro is back online. a
lot of major torrent sites

decided to announce it on their
social media channels, and the

torrent community was very
happy. this is the first time a

known torrent site was able to
convince so many major torrent
sites to recognize them again.
the torrent community sure is
glad that lambro is back, but a
lot of people are still skeptical

about them. for example, some
users claim that ipvanish is still
using their service, which is not

true. other users are still
suspicious of lambro for other
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reasons. for instance, viberate
and beatport are still black-

listed by lambro. its not lambro
blacklisting viberate or

beatport, its just how certain
users behave on sites that are

blacklisted. 5ec8ef588b
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